The apes have found the Forbidden Zone, the humans Taylor and Brent and the mutants. It would seem they have also found the end of the Planet of the Apes!!

Stan Lee Presents: Planet of the Apes!

The Beginning of the End!

Stan Lee Presents An
Doug Moench & Alfredo Alcala
Writer & Artist
Extravaganza
DOOMSDAY BOMB, COBALT CASING. THE LAST WE EVER MADE. THE ONLY ONE—ANOTHER WOULD HAVE BEEN A JOKE.

THE IDEA WAS TO THREATEN THE ENEMY BY THE MERE FACT IT EXISTED. A BOMB SO POWERFUL IT COULD DESTROY NOT JUST A CITY—NOT JUST AN ENTIRE NATION—AND NO EVERY LIVING CELL ON EARTH, EVERY INSECT, AND EVERY LAST BLADE OF GRASS...

...BUT A BOMB WHICH COULD SET NUCLEAR FIRE TO THE WIND—TO THE AIR ITSELF... SCORCH THE WHOLE PLANET INTO CINDER...

...AND LEAVE NOTHING BUT THE SMOKING END OF A BURNT MATCH.

THE ULTIMATE...

BOMB.
I DON'T KNOW ABOUT THIS...

YOU DON'T HAVE TO. URUSUS KNOWS ENOUGH FOR ALL OF US.

SOUND THE ADVANCE.

YES, SIR!

TUUU UUUUUUUUW!

HELP US...

PLEASE...
URSUS, I WARNED YOU. LOOK WHAT WE ARE FACED WITH... I TOLD YOU WE SHOULD WAIT...!

WHOEVER DID THIS WILL PAY HEAVILY, ZAUS... AS I TOLD YOU, NOW BE SILENT.

NO, I CANNOT LOOK ON A SIGHT SUCH AS THIS AND REMAIN SILENT...!

I CANNOT ORDER WHAT THE LAW GIVER HAS FORBIDDEN. APE SHALL NOT KILL APE.

IF YOU HAVE ANY PITY AT ALL, ORDER YOUR SOLDIERS TO SHOOT THEM...
PREPARE TO ATTACK!
ATTACK WHAT AND WHOM!!

THE LAWSIZER--!!

HE WILL AVENGE OUR CRUCIFIED BROTHERS!

VENGEANCE!!

HOLD YOUR POSITIONS!!

HE BLEEDS--!!
THE LAWGIVER BLEEDS!!

FLEE -- THE LAWGIVER IS DYING!

WE ARE DOOMED --!!

THE SPIRIT OF THE LAWGIVER STILL LIVES? WE ARE STILL GOD'S CHOSEN, THIS IS JUST A VISION -- A TRICK --!!

IT IS A LIE!!

WATCH ME -- AND I WILL PROVE TO YOU THAT IT IS FALSE!!

HE'S MAD -- HE RIDES TO HIS DEATH --!!
He has... killed himself...

BWA-RRHOOM!
COME FORWARD, FELLOW APES. THE WAY IS CLEAR!
I HAVE SHOWN YOU THE WAY TO TRUTH.

SHALL WE OBEY HIM, GENERAL URUSUS...?

YES...BUT I AM THE ONE WHO IS ORDERING THE ADVANCE.
YES, SIR.

GRRRR...
WAIT A MINUTE...

COME HERE... LOOK AT THIS...

THERE ARE WAYS DOWN?

DO YOU KNOW THE RANGE OF THEIR CITY?

YES.

THEN SET IT IN THE MECHANISM... AND PRIME THE BOMB.

NEXT ISSUE: A LITERALLY CATACLYSMIC CONCLUSION -- THE HELL OF HOLOCAUST!